
Contri of purchase price□
Unconscionable. □

Resulting T. 

e-able remedies - apply to real estate. ○

Absence of state leg - remedies•

M v/s df r'ship [Moby v Schulter]•

Not legally married; and (a)
Not related by family; and (b)

After found to be couple who have lived together → Q whether that 
was genuine domestic basis  [Moby v Schulter]



Two element: Couple and living together [Moby v Schulter]

PA live in the same residence for only small part of week or PA live together 
for limited periods= valid [Jonah v White]



DF r'ship exists even if one pa is legally M to someone else or in another df 
r'ship [s 4AA(5)(b) FLA]



Can show that have GD r'ship with more than one person at the same time 
[Cadman v Hallet]



At some point in time need to share common residence/living together. 

having regard to all the circumstances of their relationship, they have a relationship 
as a couple living together on a genuine domestic {GD} basis.

(c)

Df r'ship with another person if: 1.

How long? Generally over 2 yrs but not necessary [s 90SB(a)]

the duration of the relationship; (a)

How you structure it and how often you lived together?

Closely connected to living together in GD r'ship. 

Common residence is only one of the factors within s4AA of the act [Jonah v 
White]



Jonah v White: Pa lived together occasionally during 17 yr. it was 
significant that the pa maintained separate residence and kept their 
r'ship secrete. 



The nature of the residence is significant to s 4AA.

Extent to co-residence + length of time spend together is indicative. 

the nature and extent of their common residence;(b)

Crt need to consider the duration and continuity of sexual r'ship b/w pa and 
any explanation given for the change in sexual r'ship over time. 



not necessary for all of DFR (Dwyer v Kaljo) but necessary at some point

It is hard to prove df r'ship w/out sexual r'ship [McMaster v Wyhler] even 
where there has been extended period of common residence [Taisha v Peng]



Jonah v White: one of PA having sex with 3rd pa at the same time is not 
disqualifying factor, couz exclusively is not a necessary element of df r'ship [s 
4AA(5)(b)]



Barry v Dalrymple: no sexual r'ship couz 3 out of 4 occasion on which 
the pa has sexual contact the woman was paid by the man. 



Sexual r'ship v/s sexual act: 

whether a sexual relationship exists;(c)

Degree of Financial depended α likely df r'ship [Keaton v Aldridge; Moby v 
Schulter]



the degree of financial dependence or interdependence, and any arrangements for 
financial support, between them;

(d)

Those circumstances may include any or all of the following:2.

S 13A Interpretation Act (WA); s 4AA FLA (Cth): checklist -□
s205U(1) – must be a ‘de facto’ relationship’

It applied when: ○

WA - FCA part 5 cover df r-ship•

Marriage DF 

Formality needed No formality need to for r'ship 

b/w man and woman DF r'ship definition under FLA include same sex r'ship

More than one M = Criminal offence More than one DF r'ship + a M = legal

Leg require degree of mutual commitment to a share life No need for commitment

De Facto R'ship
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Schulter]
Significant too determining whether they have pooled their resources as a 
couple. 



Dakin v Sansbury: respondent paid for all rental on application's apartment, 
contributed to her living expenses and during one phase of their r'ship totally 
and completely supported her and her son. Crt: applicant financially 
depended on respondent for 7 yr



Ricci: degree of financial decency will only be good as evidence of submitted.  

How do we do things? Do we do it together as couple or separately?

Jointly acquire property/allow other pa use property for their benefit α likley 
df r'ship 



Sinclair v Whittaker: pa purchased a unit together, A contributed the deposit 
and paying the stamp duty. Pa each contributed to joint fund that was used 
for furnishing and household content for the unit. Respondent lived in the unit 
and applicant lived there 3 night/week. Crt: DF r'ship



the ownership, use and acquisition of their property;(e)

Moby v Schulter: Respondent had leased a property, which pa lived 2 weeks 
out of four weeks. Crt: mutual commitment. 



Keaton v Aldridge: crt satisfied that pa shared social life together 
however their intention of applicant role in life and rising the child 
placed high doubt about mutual commitment. 



pa agreed to marry, 

extent applicant's involvement in respondent's son's life and 

Conduct and statement made by party during IVF program.

Baker v London: Crt consider the following facts and found that there 
was mutual commitments: 



Commitment to rise child together → strong indicator of couple living 
together on GD basis [Vaughan v Bele]



Crt will look at what occurred after child's conception and whether that 
was reflective of the pa's mutual commitment [Keaton v Aldridge: after 
the birth of the child mother did not wanted the father to on birth 
certificate even though the child's middle name of his surname]



Decision to conceive and raise child together is important factor. 

the degree of mutual commitment to a shared life;(f)

Same sex couple: Keaton v Aldridge
Not place too much weight on party not registering

whether the relationship is or was registered under a prescribed law of a State or 
Territory as a prescribed kind of relationship;

(g)

whether they care for and support children [Ricci v Jones]

Dandridge v Barron: pa had 2 child during their 10 year r'ship. Crt: Not df, 
since W maintained her own residence throughout the majority of the r'ship 
and that she held  herself out to Centrelink and the child support agency as 
being financially independent. 



the care and support of children;(h)

How you present yourself to the world - as couple/df?

Baker v London: family member understood pa as df and intended to 
marry. 

Evi of family member, friends, neighbours and other members of the 
community. 



Vaughan v Bele: pa conti co-parent, go on holidays, go biking, attend 
ballroom dancing, and dinner functions. 

Pa attending social and work function is important. 

Jonah v White: privacy/secrecy there is surrounding r'ship α diff it will 
be show that it has this public aspect. 



Absence of any public reputation as couple 

Aitken v Deakin: crt place little tore on fact respondent intro the 
applicant as her partner to her parent in family event couz r'ship had 
broken down by that time. 

Less significant on public aspect at a point in time when r'ship is troubled and 
breaking down



the reputation and public aspects of the relationship.(i)

The crt can take into account other relevant circ. ◊

No particular finding in relation to any circ is necessary in order to find that PA have df 
r'ship

3.
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The crt can take into account other relevant circ. ◊

Baker v Landon: took into account that pa had r'ship difficulties related substance 
abuse. 

◊

Ricci v Jones: Woman who claimed to be in DF r'ship with a man who was the 
father of his child. He did not deny that the child was his, but denied df r'ship. 
Crt: Given the absence of ev of circ s4AA(2) ≠ df r'ship. 

General proposition: ↑ circ found α likely crt will find df r'ship ◊

Circ are factual question◊

In making the factual decision, crt is not only to identify if circ is relevant, but also  
consider the matter as whole [Moby v Schulter]

◊

Crt is to have regard to circ stated above and attach weight to any matter as they seem 
appropriate in circ of the case. 

4.

Keaton v Aldridge 

Can be b/w same sex; and (a)

Truman v Clifton 

if one of them are legally married to someone else. (b)

Includes5.

Leg + crt interpretation can decide df r'ship has different meaning in diff context. ◊

Backer v London: comparing df r'ship for the purpose of social security legislation v/s FLA. 
Crt: You are being defined as df r'ship for the purpose of the act. So case law may define 
r'ship differently depending on the context. 



Df r'ship can be r'ship for the purpose of one act but nor for another. □

Factual determination. 

Not a discretionary decision: determination of ‘jurisdictional fact’□

Is it a de-facto relationship ‘for the purposes’ of the legislation: Moby v Schulter □
Objective test□
Both state and federal provisions require that you live together at some point□

For act to apply df r'ship has to end after 1/12/02□
s205U(2) – does not apply to a de facto relationship that ended before the commencement of this Part

A de facto partner who is, or was, eligible to apply for an order with respect to property under 
Division 2 may not apply to the Supreme Court in its equitable jurisdiction for relief in respect of 
that property. 

□
s205V – Part 5A exclusive jurisdiction

Not covered.□
s205W – does not apply if BFA {Binding financial agreement} in effect (see Div 3)

One or both pa resident in WA on day on which application was made; and (a)

Both pa have resided in WA for at least 1/3 of duration of their r'ship(i)

In/direct non/financial contribution made by/behalf of df partner aquisition, 
conservation or improvement of any of the property; or

(a)

the contribution made by a de facto partner to the welfare of the family(c)

Following contribution is made by applicant in the state(ii)

That -(b)

s205X – geographical nexus required

de factos for at least 2 years, or□
parties have child under 18, or□
equity requires recognition of contributions (ie made substantial contributions as recognized 
under provisions equivalent to s 79(4))

□

s205Z – order can only be made if:

s205ZB – two years from separation in which to make application or have to show hardship

Ouns of proof lies on person who claims that the r'ship hasn’t broken down to prove there was no termination [Vine v 
Carey]

•
Crt look at same things as div - change in circ. •
No need to communicate intention [S & B No 2]•

Vine v Carey: pa r'ship broken down before 2009. Conti living together, slept apart and no sexual r'ship. 
Maintained same financial arrangement, same sharing household task conti to socialize including holidays 
together, and conti support eachother. Crt: pa conti df r'ship until women found out man was having affair. 

○

Conti common residence after separation: •

TERMINATION
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